Abstract. The hybrid scenario is thought to be an important mode of operation for the ITER tokamak. Analytic and numerical calculations demonstrate that toroidal effects at finite β have a strong influence on tearing mode stability of hybrid modes. Indeed they persist in the large aspect ratio limit, R/a → ∞. A similar strong coupling effect is found between the m = 1, n = 1 harmonic and the m = 2, n = 1 harmonic if the minimum safety factor is less than unity. In both cases the tearing stability index, ∆ ′ increases rapidly as β approaches ideal marginal stability, providing a potential explanation for the onset of linearly unstable tearing modes. The numerical calculations have used an improved version of the T7 code (Fitzpatrick et al. 1993 Nucl. Fusion 33 1533), and complete agreement is obtained with the analytic theory for this demanding test of the code.
Introduction
Tearing modes in tokamak plasmas are responsible for magnetic reconnection and therefore a change in the magnetic topology, with island structures being formed. These magnetic islands are undesirable because they cause the plasma pressure profile to flatten and thus degrade confinement, see review [1] . In cylindrical geometry, tearing mode stability at a particular resonant surface, is determined by a single quantity ∆ ′cyl [2] , representing the potential energy for instability residing in the current gradient. The non-dimensionalized tearing stability index is defined as ∆ ′ m/n ≡ r ψ ′ m/n ψ m/n rs (1) where ψ m/n is the perturbed magnetic flux associated with the fourier mode having poloidal mode number m and toroidal mode number n and [f (x)] y denotes f (y + δ) − f (y −δ) for some small δ. The resonant surface m = nq(r s ) (where q is the safety factor) is located at r s .
In a torus with a set of resonant surfaces the situation is more complex, due to toroidal coupling of different poloidal harmonics, and in general there is no single scalar quantity ∆ ′ to characterize instability [3] . However, in the presence of differential toroidal rotation or significant diamagnetic effects, tearing takes place at one resonant surface at a time [4] . In such a case one can define a set of scalar quantities ∆ ′ m/n characterizing the stability of each resonant surface. A code, T7, has been developed to calculate these quantities for a toroidal plasma with elliptic and triangular shaping parameters. Although, originally its use was restricted to infinitesimal values of these [5] it has now been modified to accommodate realistic values of these shaping parameters as discussed below. However we will focus on strong toroidal effects here and investigate shaping effects more fully in future work.
Tearing modes can form classsically, when the tearing stability index, ∆ ′ , exceeds a critical value ∆ ′ c (∆ ′ c is often large, see for example [6] ), or via the triggering of a nonlinear neoclassical tearing mode (NTM) island. It is believed that NTMs are often triggered by other plasma instabilities, such as sawteeth, fishbones or edge localized modes (ELMs) that create seed islands in the plasma by forced reconnection. Work on controlling NTMs has focused on removing these triggering events, in particular sawteeth [7] . The hybrid mode of operation in a tokamak [8] does not suffer from sawteeth because it has a broad flat central current profile which produces a safety factor profile which is also flat in the plasma core region and is slightly above unity. This scenario is expected to be important for the ITER tokamak due to its ability to achieve high plasma β (the ratio of plasma pressure to magnetic pressure), a high bootstrap current and consequently long pulses and a high level of Q, the fusion power gain.
The hybrid mode has been investigated in many tokamaks and is a topic of considerable current interest. However tearing modes still appear in hybrid scenarios and some are described as 'triggerless', or 'spontaneous' NTMs because they do not appear to have a triggering event. This has been investigated experimentally and numerically by Brennan et al. [9] [10] [11] . These papers use the PEST3 code [12, 13] to calculate ∆ ′ showing that it has a 'pole-like' structure as ideal marginal instability is approached, i.e. as ideal instability is approached ∆ ′ increases rapidly. This means tearing modes could in fact be produced classically because the tearing stability index can satisfy
Further it is demonstrated in DIII-D that some of the tearing modes seen do occur as the pressure approaches the ideal stability boundary [11] . On the other hand, Turco and Luce [14] have analysed over 100 DIII-D ITER baseline demonstration discharges and they found that, at constant normalized pressure, β N , the evolution of the current profile, characterized by the internal inductance, l i , was important for the triggering of NTMs. They do not, however, calculate ∆ ′ for their discharges. NSTX has also observed NTMs with no discernible trigger [15, 16] . The modes seem to have a structure which indicates coupling between the m/n = 1/1 and 2/1 harmonics and so would be consistent with the mechanism discussed in this paper. Triggerless NTMs have been detected on other machines such as ASDEX [17] , TFTR [18] and T-10 [19] .
The paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we discuss the calculation of ∆ ′ and how this has been implemented in various numerical codes. In section 3 we consider the case when a q = 1 surface is present, comparing an analytic approach with the results from T7. Section 4 treats the hybrid case in a similar manner. The results for toroidal ∆ ′ and their implications for the presence of tearing modes in experiments for these two cases are discussed in the Conclusions. The modifications to the T7 code to enable it to calculate the ∆ ′ m/n with realistic values of ellipticity and triangularity are discussed in the Appendix. An example for a JET-like equilibrium is presented there.
The calculation of ∆

′
Within a resistive MHD model tearing modes can be studied using initial value codes, but this approach is limited to cooler resistive plasma. In hotter plasma, typical of JET or ITER, the physics of the reconnecting layers (which occur at resonant surfaces where m = nq(r)) requires a kinetic description and there is a wide separation in scales between the mode structure in the inner reconnection layer and in the outer MHD region. For this reason it is appropriate to employ asymptotic matching techniques, where 'internal' solutions valid in the localised reconnection region that encapsulate whatever complex physics is appropriate there, are matched to the much simpler, 'external' marginal ideal MHD solutions in the regions between resonant surfaces. In toroidal, or shaped crosssection tokamak plasma these solutions have power law behaviour with respect to the distance from the resonant surface as one approaches it, the powers being characterised by the Mercier index [20] . The output from the external solution calculation is a matching matrix, whose dimension equals the number of resonant surfaces in the plasma, involving information obtained entirely from the ideal MHD solutions [3, 21] . Associated with each poloidal harmonic j, is a ∆ ′ j , evaluated at the jth resonant surface, r j . This formulation can then be used in conjunction with any realistic layer models at the resonant surfaces to provide a dispersion relation for the set of tearing modes. A considerable simplification arises if there is sheared plasma flow or if diamagnetic effects are dominant at resonant layers. This means that even in a torus, a tearing mode can only reconnect at one particular surface at a time, the plasma behaviour at other resonant surfaces being the ideal MHD response, therefore all other ∆ ′ j → ∞ [4] . These flows are effective even if they are far less than sonic so that the ideal MHD solutions are unaffected by them. In this case all the information required from the ideal MHD solutions collapses into a single parameter, a toroidal ∆ ′ m/n , generalising the usual cylindrical MHD tearing mode stability parameter, ∆
′cyl , yet nevertheless containing toroidal coupling effects.
A number of codes have addressed the problem of calculating the ∆ ′ appropriate to a shaped cross-section, toroidal plasma. A first attempt, PEST3 (or resistive PEST) [12, 13] used a finite element approach which is somewhat time consuming to use and is limited in the range of plasma pressure it can accommodate because of its influence on the Mercier indices. A potentially faster approach is to solve a set of radial differential equations for the toroidally coupled poloidal harmonics describing the solution and impose appropriate boundary conditions at the magnetic axis and the wall. The T3 code and an improved version TM were the first such codes constructed [22] . The TM code solved the equations for the set of harmonics corresponding to the number of resonant surfaces in the plasma, together with their upper and lower sidebands driven by toroidal coupling coefficients calculated analytically for a large aspect ratio tokamak [3] . This was followed by T7 [5] which extended T3 to describe plasma cross-sections with elliptic and triangular shaping, necessitating the following of seven coupled harmonics for each resonant surface.
Experience with this code revealed a problem also encountered somewhat later by the more ambitious DCON [23] which used a many harmonic description of realistic equilibria. The source of the problem is that as one integrates a set of basis harmonics from the magnetic axis, the higher harmonic content of these that is generated by geometric coupling rapidly dominates, since, at least near the magnetic axis, the different harmonics grow like r m , where r is the minor radius coordinate. Consequently the original set of basis functions becomes degenerate and the method fails numerically. In Ref. [5] this limited calculations to infinitesimal values of the shaping parameters, although this was sufficient to identify the linear response of ∆ ′ to variations in these parameters. Glasser solved this problem with a technique in which one redefines the basis functions as one integrates outwards to prevent this degeneracy developing. This technique has now been incorporated in T7, as described in Appendix A, and allows calculation with more realistic shaping parameters. However, it should be noted that T7 currently uses an approximate plasma equilibrium, i.e. accurate for large aspect ratio and weak shaping. Finally, one should mention the work of Atanasiu et al, which has followed a similar approach, investigating the effect of a realistic, separatrix geometry in ASDEX Upgrade [24] .
The T7 code has been developed as an expansion in the inverse aspect ratio and plasma shaping parameters, so one might expect their effect on ∆ ′ to be relatively small within the validity of the code. However there are situations when toroidicity, characterized by the inverse aspect ratio ǫ = a/R 0 , where a and R 0 are the minor and major radii respectively, and shaping parameters, E for ellipticity and T for triangularity, can have a profound effect on ∆ ′ , which can deviate from the cylindrical value by a finite amount even as these tend to zero. This can occur when there is a q = 1 surface present in the plasma [25] and when the q-profile is just above unity but with almost zero magnetic shear in the plasma core [26] , i.e. as in the hybrid mode scenario relevant to ITER. In this paper we examine these cases, both analytically and computationally, with the T7 code and study the impact of finite β p , the poloidal beta, on ∆ ′ .
Analytic toroidal coupling of tearing modes
A first example of the strong coupling between the (m = 1, n = 1) mode and higher m modes mediated by the poloidal harmonic coupling when q 0 < 1 (q 0 is the central value of q) is given in this section. Results are derived analytically and then reproduced numerically using the T7 code.
3.1. Coupling of the (m = 1, n = 1) and (m = 2, n = 1) tearing modes
The strong effect of the coupling of the (m = 1, n = 1) and (m = 2, n = 1) tearing modes was first documented by Bussac et al. [27] and subsequently investigated in Connor et al. [3] . It was shown that for a coupled tearing mode with two rational surfaces (q = 1 and q = 2) the quantities ∆ 
where ǫ 2 1 δW T is the potential energy of the internal kink mode [28] with
Here ∆ ′cyl 2/1 is the cylindrical tearing mode stability index for the m = 2 mode. The coupling between the m = 1 and m = 2 harmonics is represented by the coupling integral
where
with q(r 1 ) = 1 and ǫ 1 = r 1 /R. Finally the quantities
where ξ ± = [r(1/q − 1/2)] −1 ψ ± , ψ − being a cylindrical m = 2 solution for ψ(r) = rb r (b r is the radial component of the perturbed magnetic field) vanishing at r = 0 and ψ + the one vanishing at q = 2. The tearing mode dispersion relation for the mode frequency, ω, follows from substituting the appropriate expressions for the layer responses, ∆ (2) . In general, solving this dispersion relation will produce several possible mode frequencies and associated mode structures.
However, if we assume that there is sufficient differential rotation, to only allow reconnection at one resonant layer at a time [4] then the response at the other surface can be taken to be ideal. It is therefore possible to rearrange (2) to yield
if the m = 1 surface is taken to be ideal, i.e. ∆ 1 (ω) → ∞, or if the response at the m = 2 surface is assumed to be ideal, i.e. ∆ 2 (ω) → ∞, then
The level of rotation required is much less than sonic and so δW T will be unaffected. This means that the ∆ ′ 2/1 can differ significantly from the purely cylindrical value, especially if the m/n = 1/1 mode is close to marginal ideal stability so that the second term on the right hand side of equation (9) becomes large, even if ǫ → 0.
3.2.
Coupling of the (m = 1, n = 1) with (m = 3, n = 1) and (m = 4, n = 1) tearing modes
The effect of elliptic shaping is to couple the (m = 1, n = 1) and (m = 3, n = 1) harmonics and so this produces a similar effect to the case of the coupling of the (m = 1, n = 1) and (m = 2, n = 1) modes discussed in section 3.1. Thus
is the analogue of b in (8) for the m = 3 harmonic and ψ 3 is the flux function for the m = 3 harmonic vanishing at r = 0. Likewise, triangular shaping couples the (m = 1, n = 1) and (m = 4, n = 1) modes together. The couplings from ellipticity and triangularity generally have a small effect on ∆ ′ . This is because the coupling terms δW 13 and δW 14 are small due to the equilibrium property that, if the shear at q = 1, s 1 , is small, then rE ′ (r) ≃ E(r) for elliptic shaping with a similar result holding for triangularity.
3.3. The application of the T7 code to the coupling of the (m = 1, n = 1) and (m = 2, n = 1) tearing modes
The strong effect of toroidicity on the tearing mode stability index given by (9) is demonstrated numerically here using the T7 code. Such a situation provides a challenging test for the code. A parabolic safety factor profile of the form q(r) = q 0 (1 + λr 2 /a 2 ) with q 0 = 0.8 and λ = 3 was used so that the safety factor at the plasma edge is q a = 3.2. The pressure profile was also taken to be parabolic, of the form p(r) = p 0 (1 − r 2 /a 2 ). The plasma was assumed to have a circular cross-section, i.e. E = T = 0. The potential energy of the internal kink mode δW T was calculated analytically for this profile and is plotted in figure 1 . Notice that δW T passes through zero at β p ∼ 0.2 which means that δW 2 12 /δW T will produce a large correction to the ∆ ′ 2/1 . Figure 2 shows a plot of toroidal ∆ ′ 2/1 calculated analytically as the pressure increases. The 'pole-like' structure of ∆ ′ 2/1 as the mode approaches ideal stability with increasing plasma pressure is evident. The '×' denote T7 results which are in complete agreement with the analytic calculation. This calculation assumed an ideal layer response at the m = 1 layer due to differential rotation or diamagnetic effects, i.e. ∆ ′ 1 (ω) → ∞. This assumption could be relaxed and the full dispersion relation (2) with the appropriate layer responses could be solved. Figure 3 shows the T7 calculated value of ∆ ′ 2/1 with the parabolic profiles described above and with a fixed value of β p = 0.15 as the inverse aspect ratio is varied. The lower horizontal dotted line is the value of ∆ ′cyl 2/1 . The upper dotted line is the toroidal value of ∆ ′ 2/1 calculated analytically using (9) . The solid line is calculated using the T7 code where the equations are integrated to a distance δ = 10 −9 a from the rational surface, while for the dash-dot line, δ = 10 −7 a. We see that using a smaller value of δ has improved the range in ǫ over which the calculation is accurate. Figure 4 shows the calculation of ∆ ′ 1/1 for the same profiles assuming an ideal response at the m = 2 surface. The solid line shows the theoretical slope of the line implied in (10) . The dotted line is calculated using the T7 code where the equations are integrated to δ = 10 −9 a while the dash-dot line is for the case δ = 10 −7 a. Both these figures show that the code has difficulties as ǫ → 0. This is related to the fact that the rapid variation in the 'top hat' like eigenfunction for the m = n = 1 mode near q = 1 occurs over a width ∼ O(ǫ). These calculations demonstrate that the T7 code is able to reproduce the analytic results in a certain parameter-space but also highlight the need for great care with such a numerical approach.
Tearing stability in the hybrid scenario
The infernal mode was first mentioned by Manickam [29] and subsequently by Holties et al [30] and Hastie and Hender [31] , in relation to low magnetic shear advanced tokamak scenarios and it is of current interest, see for example Wahlberg et al [32] and the investigation of the 'long-lived' mode by Chapman et al [26] . The hybrid scenario is also expected to be important for ITER, in part because the safety factor profile is often kept above unity, thus removing the sawtooth instability which can trigger NTMs. Given that reducing tearing mode activity is part of the motivation for this scenario, it is important to understand its tearing stability. The approach given in Connor et al [3] can also be applied to the infernal mode to investigate this. We consider a plasma equilibrium with a low magnetic shear region with q ∼ m/n (but q > m/n) in a region r < r J . We also assume a parabolic pressure profile so that an approximate analytic expression for ∆ ′ can be obtained. This analytic expression is then compared against numerical results from T7. This analysis shows that there can be strong toroidal coupling even if there is no q = 1 surface in the plasma.
Infernal mode equilibrium
A single current step
and a parabolic pressure profile
where we set r p = r J for simplicity, are assumed, in order to make this model of the infernal mode analytically tractable. These current and pressure profiles are shown in figure 5 . Conducting plasma is assumed to continue beyond r J to r w , the wall location. The safety factor profile for this equilibrium is
where q 0 , the central value of q, is a function of J 0 . The safety factor profile is plotted in figure 6 . It will also be assumed that the mth harmonic is almost resonant in the
r w r r m+1 Figure 5 . Current, J(r), and pressure, p(r), profiles used for the infernal mode. plasma where J = J 0 , but is never actually resonant because we suppose q 0 is just above m/n. However, the (m + 1)th harmonic is resonant at r m+1 > r J .
Equation and boundary conditions
The problem is again solved in terms of ψ(r). The main poloidal harmonic and the two adjacent poloidal harmonics are described by a system of coupled differential equations, which are given in [3] . Assuming that the mth harmonic is nearly resonant in the [3] can thus be consistently neglected.
The mode calculation is split up into several regions. For r < r J the three harmonics are coupled. The coupled differential equations for ψ m−1 , ψ m and ψ m+1 respectively are
is the coupling parameter due to finite plasma pressure. The equation to be solved outside the current step, i.e for r > r J , is
where l = m−1, m, m+1. The solutions of this equation are of the form ψ l = A l r l +B l r −l , with A l and B l to be determined. There is no coupling between the solutions in this region since the pressure goes to zero.
The solutions are matched across the current step at r J and resonance at r m+1 through jump conditions. The current step jump condition is calculated by integrating the ideal MHD equations from outside the step to inside the step
This simplifies to give the jump condition
The boundary condition at the wall is
Finally there is a jump condition at the resonant surface for the (m + 1)th harmonic, given by
Tearing mode stability index
The tearing mode stability index resulting from solving equations (18) 
This result has been reported previously [33, 34] . Figure 7 shows the analytic tearing stability index with increasing normalized pressure (solid line) calculated for m = n = 1, q 0 = 1.01, r J = 0.65 and E = T = 0. The ideal stability limit, when ∆ ′ → ∞, can clearly be seen atβ ≈ 3.5. Numerical results calculated using T7 are shown with '×'. These are a close match to the analytical curve even though several adjustments have been made to the analytical profiles to make them computable. Thus the profile for q(r) is generated from a current profile that is slightly smoothed to avoid sharp discontinuity in J(r) at r = r J which leads to a discontinuity in the second derivative of q(r); this would cause difficulties for T7.
The ideal and tearing stability limits of the infernal mode can be investigated using the dispersion relation (25) . Thus, the plasma is ideally unstable when
Assuming that the marginal point of stability of the infernal tearing mode is given by ∆ ′ = 0, if cylindrical single fluid MHD is considered, this corresponds tô
It should be noted that taking ∆ ′ = 0 as the tearing mode stability criterion is a major simplification. It assumes an elementary layer theory with no pressure gradient or diamagnetic effects, for example. The true stability criterion would be ∆ ′ > ∆ 
Discussion and Conclusions
There is a strong coupling effect between the (m = 1, n = 1) and (m = 2, n = 1) harmonics when there is a q = 1 surface present which means that a toroidal calculation does not reproduce the cylindrical results even as the aspect ratio tends to zero. This was investigated analytically and numerically using the T7 code. The numerical results closely matched the analytical results even down to very small inverse aspect ratio, demonstrating that T7 is accurate in this case for realistic inverse aspect ratios. An analytic model of the infernal mode was produced and this result was also compared with numerical T7 results which were again in agreement. Thus the T7 code accurately reproduces analytic results for two different pressure and safety factor profiles of interest for ITER, cases which provide a demanding test of the numerical code. The code has been improved so that it can deal with realistic values of ellipticity and triangularity and will be used in a later paper to explore more generally the influence of plasma shaping on tearing mode stability. The code currently uses a large aspect ratio analytic approximation to the plasma equilibrium. However, the trends of stability with shaping and other properties should be realistic.
Near an ideal stability limit, β = β c , the toroidal ∆ ′ has a 'pole-like' structure ∆ ′ ∝ 1/(β − β c ), as demonstrated for the two current profiles investigated here. This means that as the ideal instability limit is approached ∆ ′ increases rapidly and moreover that ∆ ′ will exceed some critical value ∆ ′ c , even if ∆ ′ c ≫ 1, such that a classical tearing mode begins to grow. This is relevant to experimental observations where triggerless NTMs appear when the plasma pressure is near the ideal pressure instability proxy 4l i . This approach to ideal instability occurs at β ∼ ǫ 2 for the conventional scenario and β ∼ ǫ(m − nq 0 )/m for the hybrid scenario, whereas one normally expects the ideal threshold to occur for β ∼ ǫ. The results here provide analytic insights into the mechanism proposed by Brennan et al. [9] [10] [11] .
NTMs reduce tokamak confinement and so it would be advantageous to suppress them. Therefore, much attention has focused on removing NTM triggers, such as sawteeth, and the high performance hybrid mode, which does not suffer from sawteeth, has been considered a useful potential mode of operation for future machines such as ITER. However, the work here shows that even without sawteeth or other mode triggers, tearing modes can form if the plasma is close to ideal stability, and would persist as NTMs even if ∆ ′ were subsequently reduced to a value less than ∆ ′ c . functions have non-zero sixth harmonic content and so on. The basis functions are then renormalized to their largest component. Figure A1 shows the difference between no re-orthogonalizations '×' and the use of two re-orthogonalizations '·'. A significant improvement can clearly be seen. An example calculation of ∆ ′ 2/1 has been carried out here using typical values of elongation, κ = 1.8, and triangularity, δ = 0.25, for a JET-like plasma. A parabolic safety factor profile has been used with q 0 = 1.2 and q a = 2.8. A parabolic pressure profile has also been used with a small value of core pressure, β 0 = 0.01%. The aspect ratio used was ǫ = 0.324, again a JET-like value. Figure A1 shows how ∆ ′ 2/1 changes as the integration starting point r ǫ is moved closer to the magnetic axis. The code is well converged until r ǫ ≈ 10 −7 when two reorthogonalizations are used, '·'. An improvement of several orders of magnitude can be seen from the case when re-orthogonalizatiosn are not used, '×'. It is thus much easier to demonstrate the convergence of ∆ ′ when re-orthogonalizations are used. Figure A2 shows how ∆ ′ 2/1 changes with increasing elongation keeping all other factors of the equilibrium as described. Elongation has a stabilizing effect in this case. 
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